Floor 6 instrumentation conditions of use (updated 31 August 2022):

- Physical access to the 6th floor facilities and access to the booking system is limited to trained and authorised users only. You will need to request access using the form even if you had access previously.
- You must have read and understood the 6th floor risk assessment.
- You must review and understand the 6th floor floor-plan.
- You must have been trained for use on the 6th floor instruments, at this point we are not allowing training of new users.
- We encourage external users to pool several samples to reduce the number of visits to the floor 6, this could be e.g. samples from different users in your research group OR samples from different experiments collected over a period of several days.
- If you are using more than one instrument on the 6th floor, please consider performing all your measurements during a single booking session, to reduce the number of visits to the 6th floor.
- Please consider whether you can conduct your experiment on floor 6 while adhering to the 6th floor risk assessment, floor plan and university/departmental guidance?
- Complete your risk and COSHH assessment for the activity you wish to do within 6th floor before leaving your lab space.
- Ensure you have everything you need to carry out your measurements and can transport them safely. This includes a clean, uncontaminated lab coat, safety glasses and USB memory stick.
- Go to the floor 6 at your allocated time using the B Block stairwell
- Upon entry please wash and dry your hands on the sink on the left hand side.
- After taking your measurements, please save any data you need.
- Ensure you have disposed of your waste correctly, cleared the work area and have your belongings.
- Please vacate the B Block lobby area promptly.